ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography continues to be the leading candidate for high-volume chip production beyond the 32-nm technology node and has now entered the commercialization phase.
1, 2 One of the biggest challenges still facing EUV is the development of resists that simultaneously achieve the resolution, sensitivity and line-edge-roughness (LER) requirements for commercialization. 3, 4 A large part of the resist development task relies on print-based performance tests to identify resist formulations that meet the demanding specs beyond the 32-nm node. Resist sensitivity and LER are easy to quantify and compare based on direct observation of printing results. The determination of intrinsic resolution, however, is less straightforward. 5 LER correlation length, 6 modulation transfer function (MTF), 7, 8 and contact-hole 9 resolution metrics. Of these four metrics, it has been shown that only the MTF and contact-hole metrics extract resolutions that are consistent with direct observation. 9, 10 At the present time, the contact-hole resolution metric is the most attractive candidate for high-throughput resist screening owing to the fact that it is the most efficient * .
To address the issue of intrinsic resolution quantification, a variety of methods have been developed including the iso-focal bias,

9
In previous work the error-bars of the contact-hole metric have been determined at EUV wavelengths based on known uncertainties in exposure tool aberrations and focus control that limit the ability to accurately model the aerial image at the wafer surface in an exposure. 9 In this paper we characterize the sensitivity of the contacthole metric to potential error sources associated with the experimental side of the resolution extraction process. We will explore the following issues: picking the best-focused row from a focus-exposure matrix (FEM), scanning electron microscope (SEM) focus, SEM electron beam dosing, and SEM image analysis. We also perform a fullprocess reproducibility study to observe how the entire process holds up against the collection of experimental and modeling errors.
THE CONTACT-HOLE RESOLUTION METRIC
The contact-hole resolution metric has been described in detail in the literature. 9 
A potential issue with the contact-hole metric is that it assumes the experimental data is from the best-focus row in the FEM. If the experimental data is taken from one row above or below the best-focus row of the FEM, the random variable associated with aerial image defocus of the experimental set is uniform on the interval [75, 25] nm or [-25, -75] nm, respectively. One would expect that this level of defocus could alter the result of a resolution extraction when comparing the experimental data to modeled data generated with 0 nm of defocus.
Figure 1 shows SEM images of printed contact-holes through-dose at neighboring focus steps separated by 50 nm in two resists; the relative dose step between images is 1.32 in both resists. The rows labeled 'best' in each figure are considered by the authors to be in the best focus. This determination has been made by looking at printing characteristics at the lowest and highest doses. For doses that print well below the coded feature size, the best-focus row generally has contacts with the cleanest edges and the least PD variation. At doses that print well above the coded feature size, the astigmatism of the SEMATECH Berkeley exposure tool
13 gives rise to shape changes in printed contacts at high doses, flattening them slightly in the horizontal and vertical directions on either side of best focus.
The through-dose contact-hole sets in Figure 1 • !kI.
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SEM IMAGE EDGE-DETECTION THRESHOLD
Once images are captured with the SEM they are analyzed using offline image analysis software to measure PD at a given intensity threshold. As one can imagine, changing the predefined threshold alters the result of the 
SEM ELECTRON BEAM DOSING
The complex phenomena of resist charging during a SEM measurement has been well-documented in the literature. 
14, 15 It has been shown that resist charge accumulation can lead to unwanted electron beam deflection that alters the result of a SEM linewidth measurement. In addition, there have been several reports suggesting that carbon deposition during SEM measurements can noticeably affect the result of a linewidth measurement.
16, 17 To investigate the sensitivity of the contact-hole metric to these phenomena inherently associated SEM metrology, we have captured time-sequential SEM images of contact-holes in two resists. Figure 2 shows the time evolution of the measured PD during continuous electron beam exposure in two resists. Each resist has been imaged at two emission current settings; all other SEM parameters remain fixed. We point out that the imaged dose is different in each resist; resist D is imaged at a dose near dose-to-size and Resist C is imaged at an overdosed dose.
These data show that the measured PD evolves in both resists as the electron beam dose increases. After the two-minute mark, both resists show the same linear drop-off in measured PD
SEM FOCUS
There are many factors that affect the quality of an image captured in a SEM. 18 Assuming that the SEM is well-aligned and is properly corrected for stigma, perhaps the two biggest factors affecting image quality are signal-to-noise ratio and electron beam focus. Figure 3 shows Ultimately we are interested in how SEM focus affects the result of a resolution extraction. We have imaged a through-dose set of contacts at three levels of deliberate SEM defocus; Figure 4 shows subsets of each throughdose set. Each set of data has been analyzed and curve-fit in the manner described in Sec 2 to extract a resolution number. The extracted resolutions for best, worse, and worst SEM focus as defined in Figure 4 
SUMMARY
In this paper we have examined the sensitivity of the contact-hole resolution metric to several sources of error associated with the experimental side of the resolution extraction process. This work has shown that for EUV exposures at the SEMATECH Berkeley MET printing facility, the contact metric has experimental sources of 
